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BOOK DESCRIPTION
TWO PAIRS OF SISTERS, SEPARATED BY A GENERATION OF SECRETS
Rose Haldane is confident about her identity. She pulls the same face as her grandfather
when she has to do something she doesn’t want to do, she knows her DNA is the same as
his. Except it isn’t: because Rose is adopted and doesn’t know it. Ignoring Gravity
connects two pairs of sisters separated by a generation of secrets. Finding her mother’s
lost diaries, Rose begins to understand why she has always seemed the outsider in her
family, why she feels so different from her sister Lily. Then just when she thinks there
can’t be any more secrets…

READER REVIEWS
“This contemporary tale of sisterhood and identity is immediately engrossing. Sandra
Danby writes with great empathy and wit.” Shelley Weiner, author of The Audacious
Mendacity of Lily Green
"What really sets this novel apart is the author's descriptive skill. By tackling the ever
popular themes of adoption and infertility, Sandra Danby's Ignoring Gravity is mining a
rich vein in women's fiction and is bound to appeal. But her take on these painful
subjects is somewhat original and her story has an unexpected twist in the tail." Jane
Cable, author of The Cheesemaker’s House
“Drama? Check. Suspense? Check. Romance? Check. Will-they-won’t-they? Check. Great
twists? Check, check, check! I am pleased to say this story has them all and then some.”
Kerry Burnett @ Kerry’s Reviews Blog
“Did I like Ignoring Gravity? I loved it! I recommend it to everyone who enjoys an
excellent book.” Michelle Clements James @ Book Chat
“This is the perfect summer read; I read this sprawled in the garden, under the sun. It
really is the perfect mix of drama, family, love, discovery and friendship.” Lizzy Baldwin
@ My Little Book Blog
“Ignoring Gravity is just the book to take with you to the beach this summer. It has
everything you need: romance, family drama, humor – and some moments guaranteed
to make you tearful.” Kate Loveton @ Odyssey of a Novice Writer
“There is a twist at the end which unexpectedly gave me the shivers as I contemplated
history repeating itself. A well-written book with a story which will keep you turning
the pages. Thoroughly recommended.” Ali @ A Woman’s Wisdom
“From the very first page this is an intriguing story.” Corri van der Stege @ 51 Stories
4* “It’s a fascinating and intriguing tale of family, love, loyalty and new beginnings and
pulled me in from the start. There’s a thread of romance running through which doesn’t
overshadow the main story of Rose’s search for her true identity.” Cathy Ryan @
Between the Lines
5* “Loved this beautiful book about a woman's quest for the truth of her birth, the truth
about her parentage. Sensitively handled, this is a beautifully written book. Loved all the

characters especially Rose and Lily and Aunt Bizzie. I can't wait for the next in the
series. Highly recommended.’ Renita D’Silva, author of ‘The Forgotten Daughter’
and ‘A Sister’s Promise’

ABOUT THE ‘IDENTITY DETECTIVE’ SERIES
Rose Haldane, journalist and identity detective, reunites the people lost through
adoption. The stories you don’t see on television shows. The difficult cases. The people
who cannot be found, who are thought lost forever. And each new challenge makes Rose
re-live her own adoption story, each birth mother and father, adopted child, and
adoptive parent she talks to, reminds her of her own birth mother Kate. Each book in
the ‘Identity Detective’ series considers the viewpoint of one person trapped in this
horrible dilemma. In the first book of the series, Ignoring Gravity, it is Rose’s experience
we follow as an adult discovering she was adopted as a baby. Connectedness [pub. 2018]
is the story of a birth mother, her hopes and anxieties, her guilt and fear, and her
longing to see her baby again. Sweet Joy, the third novel, will tell the story of a baby
abandoned during The Blitz, and how the now elderly woman is desperate to know her
story before it is too late.

WHAT NEXT FOR THE SERIES?
Sweet Joy starts in 1940 as a baby is found alive in a bombed house in Twickenham after
one of the worst nights of The Blitz. The house is shut-up and unoccupied, its owners
moved to the countryside for the duration of the war. So why was a baby left there,
alone, and what happened to her parents? Decades later, when Rose Haldane moves to
Twickenham she cannot understand how she has acquired a stalker, an elderly woman,
who watches from across the road. Except the woman is not stalking Rose.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sandra Danby is a proud Yorkshire woman, tennis nut and tea drinker. She believes a
walk on the beach will cure most ills. Unlike Rose Haldane, the identity detective in her
two novels, Ignoring Gravity and Connectedness, Sandra is not adopted.

ABOUT BEULAH PRESS
Beulah Press is a small UK publisher of paperbacks and ebooks specialising in
contemporary women’s fiction written by Sandra Danby.

PUBLICITY
Experienced journalist. Advance publicity for Connectedness [May 2018] includes early
reviews and guest interviews by book bloggers booked from May-August 2018. Sandra
Danby is available for interview, reader events, talks or readings.

LINKS
Author website: http://www.sandradanby.com/
Twitter: @SandraDanby

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/sandradanbyauthor
Goodreads: http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/6563021.Sandra_Danby
Pinterest: http://www.pinterest.com/sandradan1/
Read an extract of Ignoring Gravity: https://amzn.to/2H87lIj
Read an extract of Connectedness: https://amzn.to/2H4OMok
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